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Introduction: Although decision support systems (DSS) that rely on artificial

intelligence (AI) increasingly provide explanations to computer and data scientists

about opaque features of the decision process, especially when it involves

uncertainty, there is still only limited attention to making the process transparent

to end users.

Methods: This paper compares four distinct explanation strategies employed

by a DSS, represented by the social agent Floka, designed to assist end users

in making decisions under uncertainty. Using an economic experiment with

742 participants who make lottery choices according to the Holt and Laury

paradigm, we contrast two explanation strategies o�ering accurate information

(transparent vs. guided) with two strategies prioritizing human-centered

explanations (emotional vs. authoritarian) and a baseline (no explanation).

Results and discussion: Our findings indicate that a guided explanation strategy

results in higher user reliance than a transparent strategy. Furthermore, our

results suggest that user reliance is contingent on the chosen explanation

strategy, and, in some instances, the absence of an explanation can also lead

to increased user reliance.

KEYWORDS

human-centered XAI, human-computer interaction, empirical studies in HCI,

explanation strategies, explainability, user reliance, decision-making under uncertainty,

decision support system

1 Introduction

The application of artificial intelligence (AI) as a guidance source is extensive in various

domains, including medical decision-making (Wang et al., 2019), finance (Binns et al.,

2018), fraud detection (Cirqueira et al., 2020), and online advertising (Eslami et al., 2018).

AI-powered decision support systems (DSS) are pivotal in assisting human users during the

decision-making journey, offering advice to direct users toward their optimal selections.

However, it is essential to note that the ultimate decision-making authority remains with

the user. Recently, attention has been directed toward the AI-driven support mechanisms

within Explainable AI (XAI) (Chazette and Schneider, 2020).

Adadi and Berrada (2018, p. 2) define XAI as “a research field that aims to make AI

systems results more understandable to humans.” A major issue to date is the opacity

of numerous algorithms. In other words, they cannot elucidate how they arrive at

their decisions, such as identifying the specific features or input values that exert the
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most significant influence on the decision-making process. Even

if one can effectively communicate and explain the importance of

these features, users do not always process these explanations as

intended, and their interpretations of AI explanations might not

always align with logical or evidence-based reasoning (Bauer et al.,

2023). Therefore, it is imperative to tailor explanations to suit the

individual receiving them (Bronner, 2006). Much of the research

is somewhat constrained by its focus on the viewpoints of data

scientists and machine learning practitioners (Ren et al., 2016).

Recent studies mainly concern technical solutions for XAI, such

as the translation of Lime or Shapley values (Bauer et al., 2023).

The question of what constitutes an effective explanation from a

human-centered perspective warrants more extensive investigation

(Riedl, 2019; Weitz et al., 2019).

In addition to technical solutions, the significance of interaction

design is emphasized, particularly in the context of human-

centered explanations that elucidate how the AI arrived at its

advice (Laato et al., 2022). In a broader sense, two key challenges

emerge in the communication between AI and humans: Firstly,

the decision-making scenario may prove too complex for humans,

entailing numerous parameters that lead to specific advice from

the DSS. Secondly, the advice the DSS provides inherently

involves risks, as specific parameters may contain stochastic

elements whose characteristics remain uncertain or whose model

may not cover all relevant characteristics. In such instances,

effective communication must convey complexity and uncertainty,

representing potential hazards for the human decision-maker. AI

assistance becomes particularly valuable when decisions become

uncertain or complex. In cases where decisions are made under

uncertainty, it is crucial to convey this uncertainty, often through

likelihoods or confidence intervals. Numerous approaches to

explaining decisions have been explored, including those related

to risk assessments in fields such as medicine (Schoonderwoerd

et al., 2021), public administration (de Bruijn et al., 2022),

and cybersecurity (Holder and Wang, 2021; Srivastava et al.,

2022).

Given this background, the present study aims to understand

the effects of various explanation strategies on user reliance within

the context of XAI through experimental inquiry. Specifically:

1. Are there differences in user reliance after receiving advice from

the DSS between:

• the two groups that received accurate explanation strategies

(transparent vs. guided)?

• the two groups exposed to human-centered explanations

(emotional vs. authoritarian)?

• groups receiving any explanation compared to a group that

has not received any (control)?

2. How does an explanation strategy influence user reliance in

general?

In our research, we employ a conventional economic

experiment involving a lottery, which inherently embodies the

stochastic nature of its outcomes. In this context, risk arises from

the uncertainty concerning the lottery’s outcome. Importantly,

different strategies within this lottery present varying levels of

risk. Enhancing the decision-making process within such a system

can lead to significant improvements, as decision-makers often

deviate from rational decision-making and their ideal level of risk

preference. Individuals typically have a stable risk preference (Mata

et al., 2018; Schildberg-Hörisch, 2018): Some enjoy taking risks,

while others are averse to risk, resulting in psychological gains or

losses. The appropriate risk level should align with the perceived

stakes and the probability of experiencing losses. Consequently, the

optimal decision becomes a function of an individual’s expected

utility and disutility, also considering the psychological costs

or benefits of risk-taking. However, individuals cannot always

select their optimal risk level from a choice set, e.g., because

it is too complex or their emotions interfere (Fessler et al.,

2004).

Through the inherent riskiness of the lottery scenario, the

decision-making context becomes intertwined with ambiguity

and uncertainty. Furthermore, personal preferences regarding risk

may remain undisclosed to users and influenced by emotional

factors. In such a scenario, AI can facilitate decision-making

by offering guidance toward the optimal choice. The majority

of the existing literature primarily emphasizes the technical

aspect, aiming at elucidating the functionality of the system

or the role of specific features. One of our contributions in

this paper is how the concept of risk can be communicated

effectively using different explanation strategies. Furthermore,

we contribute to the research of data scientists and machine

learning practitioners by deriving potential improvements for

future DSS designs and formulating practical implications based

on our findings. Our research also underscores the significance

of operationalizing user reliance in this context. To this end,

we consider three distinct behavioral responses drawn from the

existing literature to capture user reliance: advice-taking (i.e.,

adhering to or following the advice), distance from the advice,

and reactance. By including the latter two measures, our analysis

contributes to the array of behavioral responses beyond simply

following or not following advice. Our findings indicate that

guided explanations result in greater user reliance than fully

transparent explanations. Depending on the comparison with

alternative strategies, even the absence of an explanation can lead

to greater user reliance rather than full transparency or strong

human centering. In the subsequent step, we investigate the user’s

perception of the advice. Our results reveal that explanations can

lead to increased levels of user reliance, but they do not necessarily

translate into higher levels of trust compared to scenarios with no

explanation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In

the section dedicated to related literature, we introduce an

interdisciplinary approach to XAI,merging insights from computer

science, psychology, and economics. Our focus is on effectively

conveying risks and providing guidance in situations involving

risk rather than explicating the functioning of the DSS. To

this end, we explore four distinct explanation strategies tailored

to the decision-maker, drawing from the existing literature.

Subsequently, we delineate the standard experimental setup

commonly employed in laboratory economic experiments. Finally,

we present the results and discuss them with previous research

findings.
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2 Related work

2.1 Approaches for explaining AI advice

The desire to equip AI with the ability to explain why

it has come to particular advice has led to a large body of

research in AI and machine learning. Research on how different

explanation strategies affect understanding, trust, and subsequent

decision-making is still in its early stages. The fundamental idea

behind providing explanations in decision-making scenarios is

that humans can significantly benefit from having the advice

explained (Schemmer et al., 2022). Current research emphasizes

XAI (Miller, 2019; Rohlfing et al., 2020). A meta-analysis by

Schemmer et al. (2022) reveals considerable heterogeneity in

approaches. For example, in an online study on Mechanical Turk

with 48 participants, Larasati et al. (2020) investigated the influence

of four textual explanations on the explainee’s trust in an AImedical

support scenario. They found that all four explanation strategies

impacted trust, with the strategy phrased in general terms leading

to the lowest trust scores. Nevertheless, research on behavior

in response to explanations shows a difference in participants’

behavior when provided with an explanation compared to not

receiving an explanation. In an experiment with 45 participants,

van der Waa et al. (2021) investigated the effects of rule-based

explanations, example-based explanations, and no explanation on

persuasive power and task performance in a medical decision

support context. Results indicate that advice with no explanation

was less persuasive, i.e., participants followed the system’s advice

significantly less than participants who received rule-based or

example-based explanations.

In general, current research results are very heterogeneous

and the existing AI explanations could not always get the user

to follow the advice (Schemmer et al., 2022). The literature

on XAI and explainable human-robot interaction (HRI) further

distinguishes between two generic explanation strategies: (1) Some

explanation approaches that focus on technical solutions emphasize

transparency, i.e., the accurate and complete presentation of

information. (2) Recently, considering human nature has also

become viable. However, this research focuses on explanations in

human-computer interaction (HCI). In total, we will take a closer

look at four explanation strategies. The first two strategies are

motivated by the accurate information strategies used in classical

XAI approaches like SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation) or

LIME (Local Interpretable Model Agnostic Explanation). The

latter two are more motivated by explanations in human-human

interactions. We will discuss both types of strategies in the

subsequent sections.

2.2 Accurate information strategies

One of the most widely used explanation methods in computer

science is to achieve maximum completeness and accuracy of

explanations. In this context, especially the designation known

as feature importance rating plays a crucial role. That means

that the approach depicts the primary features contributing

to a classification. Aside from those features that support the

classification, there are also potential features contradicting this

category. However, their influence must be substantial to alter

the model’s classification into a different category. For example,

explanations for this type are: “Because of features A and B, this

item has been classified as class Y, even though feature C is an

indicator against class Y.” Regarding recommender systems, Nunes

and Jannach (2017, p. 12) propose the following explanation:

“The recommended alternative has A and B as positive aspects,

even though it has C as a negative aspect.” Generally, one

can differentiate between local vs. global explanation approaches

(Speith, 2022). Local approaches elucidate the classification of

individual items, i.e., the reasoning for assigning a particular case

to a specific class. One of the first local explanation strategies,

LIME, was proposed by Ribeiro et al. (2016). Conversely, global

approaches aim to comprehensively explain the whole model,

i.e., focusing on the primary features that mainly influence

the classification of most cases (Speith, 2022; Baniecki et al.,

2023). A famous category of global explanation strategies involves

perturbation methods such as SHAP (Cohen et al., 2005; Lundberg

and Lee, 2017), or SAGE (Shapley Additive Global Importance)

(Covert et al., 2021). The most pertinent features across the model

can be determined by modifying or eliminating individual feature

values and monitoring any resulting alteration in their predicted

class. This leads to explanations such as: “The model predicts items

belonging to class Y by considering the values of the features

A and B.” Certain approaches can also be adapted to generate

local explanations, such as SHAP. This provides the user with

an interface for modifying the value of a particular feature and

monitoring its impact on the classification.

Determining the optimal level of transparency in implementing

feature-based explanations is an ongoing investigation (Miller,

2019). Contemporary research indicates that transparency

influences reliance (Xu et al., 2014) and cognitive overload might

be a factor to consider when contemplating advice-taking (You

et al., 2022). Cognitive psychology posits that providing complete

and transparent information can potentially lead to cognitive

overload in individuals receiving the explanation. The same

applies when humans face excessive options (Cramer et al., 2008).

Previous research has demonstrated that cognitive overload may

impact users’ confidence (Hudon et al., 2021) and trust in the

system (Schmidt et al., 2020) at the risk of users’ reliance. In

an online experimental study, You et al. (2022) investigated the

influence of different levels of transparency on advice-taking. The

results show that individuals exposed to a detailed representation

are less inclined to follow advice than those provided with no

or an aggregated representation. Considering prior studies on

information overload, we posit that a more selective explanation

strategy, emphasizing only the crucial aspects, might outperform

full transparency. The present paper refers to this selective

explanation strategy as “Guided.” We hypothesize that a guided

explanation leads to higher user reliance than a fully transparent

explanation (H1).

2.3 Human-centered AI advice giving

Another key factor in XAI relates to emotions. Current

research concerns incorporating emotions into human-machine

interactions (Slovak et al., 2023). While existing methods enable
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the measurement of emotions, research into effective explanations

is essential to integrate emotions into AI interaction seamlessly.

In the field of HRI, the connection between emotions and trust

has already been studied. In an experiment with 387 participants,

Schniter et al. (2020) examined behavior and emotions within the

context of a trust game. The study encompassed three distinct

conditions, in which participants interacted with one of the

following: another human, a robot, or both a robot and a human

simultaneously. The results indicate that humans are inclined

to undertake risks to engage with robots trustfully. However,

they show different emotional responses during these interactions.

Consequently, trust-based interactions involving humans and

robots that influence other humans elicit more intense social-

emotional reactions than trust-based interactions with robots

alone. Therefore, machines can elicit and alter emotional states

(Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al., 2013). Recent studies in the field

of HCI concerning decision-making reveal that, in addition to the

technology-centric view, a more human-centered perspective is

also pertinent (Springer and Whittaker, 2020).

Within interpersonal interactions, an authoritarian

communication style is quite common. Authoritarian frameworks

have been subject to extensive examination in the context of

human-human interactions, e.g., at work (Karambayya et al.,

1992), in schools (Grasha, 1994), or in child education (Smetana

and Asquith, 1994). Contemporary research also examines

authoritarian frameworks in HRI. In a simulated emergency

experiment employing a between-subjects design, Nayyar et al.

(2020) investigated the impact of robot-delivered messages on

participant’s decision-making processes. They focused on the

effects of four distinct message types characterized by varying

levels of explainability. For example, the authors proposed placebo

explanation strategies devoid of pertinent information, (e.g.,

the “because I’m a robot” approach), in contrast to either an

authoritarian explanation, which included information regarding

the robot’s expertise, or an explanation containing the rationale

behind the recommendation (e.g., “I know the shortest path to the

exit”). The findings indicate a statistically significant increase in

participants following the robot’s guidance when the robot gave

an authoritarian explanation vs. no explanation. In another study

with 60 participants, Maggi et al. (2021) explored the influence of

the social robot Pepper using three distinct interaction styles—

friendly, authoritarian, and neutral—on cognitive performance

during a psychometric assessment. The findings reveal a significant

enhancement in cognitive performance associated with the

authoritarian interaction style. In particular, the authoritarian

interaction style yields superior cognitive performance, particularly

in tasks that require high cognitive resources.

In human interactions, the presentation of emotional

explanations indicates empathy and comprehension, which

augments a person’s sense of understanding. We assume that an

AI explanation will be more positively received by the human

explainee when tailored to human factors and integrated with

human requirements (Weitz et al., 2019), i.e., considering non-

factual aspects, such as emotions, in comparison to authoritarian

explanation approaches that do not explicitly cater to human

requisites. We anticipate that emotions will have a significant

impact and hypothesize that an emotional explanation leads

to higher user reliance than an authoritarian explanation (H2).

This hypothesis is based on the assumption that relying on an

authoritarian explanation depends on the context. Therefore, the

authoritarian explanation could lead to higher user reliance in

an emergency (Nayyar et al., 2020) or in case it is provided by

a teacher at school (Grasha, 1994). But in situations without an

emergency or a hierarchy between the explainer and the explainee,

we assume that the emotional explanation leads to higher user

reliance than the authoritarian explanation.

It has been proposed that the simultaneous presentation

of different explanation methods enhances decision-makers’

understanding. However, it remains unclear whether providing

accurate information explanations (transparent or guided

explanations) or human-centered explanations (addressing

emotions or authoritarian strategies) exerts an increased

adherence to human advice-taking. This unresolved question

constitutes a point for exploration within the scope of the

present paper.

2.4 Behavioral outcomes of XAI

Numerous research investigations assess the impact of AI

on self-reported trust in advice provided by the AI. Typically,

trust is determined by direct inquiries from users. In addition,

other studies examine participant behavior by observing the extent

to which the advice is followed. Whereas trust is frequently

evaluated via self-reported assessments, user reliance is measured

by the metric of advice-taking. Scharowski et al. (2022) further

emphasize the relevance of the metrics employed in XAI research.

The way in which researchers operationalize these metrics has

consequences for the variable of interest. Failing to differentiate

between these two metrics can confuse. Therefore, the authors

define trust as a psychological construct encompassing a subjective

attitude, whereas user reliance pertains to directly observable

and objective behavior. Nevertheless, empirical findings exhibit

variability. In an online testing environment designed to emulate

a human-robot team task within a rescue setting, Wang et al.

(2016) explored three distinct types of explanations alongside a

control condition devoid of explanations. The primary objective

was to examine the effects of these explanations on self-reported

trust, understanding of the robot’s decision-making process, and

overall team performance. This investigation was conducted

in a between-subject experimental design featuring robots of

varying competency levels. The results indicate that the additional

explanations enhance both trust and team performance. In

particular, explanations that facilitated the decision-making process

led to elevated ratings. When participants had difficulty discerning

the derivation of the advice, this explanation received a low rating,

comparable to receiving no explanation at all, particularly when

the robot’s abilities were limited. Most interestingly, although trust

increased with the provision of explanations, the users’ behavior,

specifically their adherence to the robot’s advice, remained

unchanged regardless of whether explanations were given or not.

In contrast, Cheng et al. (2019) found no discernible difference in

trust between explanatory vs. non-explanatory conditions. Chong

et al. (2022) highlighted that trust levels are contingent on the

AI system’s perceived expertise. Participants were guided by an
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AI in a chess game and were asked to rate their trust after each

piece of advice. Trust declined sharply when harmful advice was

deliberately given, while trust recovery through good advice was

notably inert.

Research in AI and XAI occasionally utilizes the concepts

of behavior and attitudes interchangeably, leading to potential

confusion (Scharowski et al., 2022). By implementing a clinical

DSS interface, Bussone et al. (2015) investigated the correlation

between explanations, trust, and reliance. They conducted a user

study using a between-subjects design. In addition to self-reported

trust, the authors examined the influence of explanations on

reliance by quantifying the occurrences in which users concurred

with the system’s diagnoses or appropriately determined their

actions following the advice provided. In this context, an expansive

elucidation of the diagnostic factors positively affected self-reported

trust. This, however, also led to a tendency toward over-reliance.

Conversely, more concise explanations resulted in issues with

reliance. In contrast, Panigutti et al. (2022) investigated the impact

of explanations within an AI-based clinical DSS on the decision-

making processes of healthcare providers. They compared two

scenarios, one in which the clinical DSS explains its advice and

another in which it does not. Their investigation revealed a

significant effect on advice-taking when the DSS decision was

explained. Nevertheless, they could not observe a substantial

disparity in explicit trust levels between the two conditions.

Bayer et al. (2021) conducted an inquiry into XAI within an

AI-based DSS designed to assist users in generating chess move

suggestions. Their examination assessed the link between trust

and advice-taking. While they could affirm a correlation between

user intent and behavior within the context of AI-based DSS, it

is worth noting that the effect was relatively modest. Therefore,

the authors recommend that “[i]nvestigating intention is only a

mediocre proxy for studying user behavior” (Bayer et al., 2021,

p. 21).

Measuring user reliance is typically operationalized using

the weight of advice measure (Bailey et al., 2022; Panigutti

et al., 2022). The weight of advice captures the distance to

advice, but not reactance. Reactance to AI is a prevalent

problem (Ehrenbrink and Prezenski, 2017; Sheng and Chen,

2020), and a mere assessment of the mean weight of advice may

prove insufficient in effectively capturing these complex response

patterns. Furthermore, various explanation strategies may elicit

distinct levels of reactance. Sankaran et al. (2021) revealed that

providing comprehensive and fully transparent explanations of

an AI system may mitigate reactance toward AI. In our paper,

we refrain from utilizing the weight of advice. Still, we measure

user reliance by monitoring individuals’ adherence to the advice,

responsiveness to the recommended course of action, and degree

of conformity.

This paper discusses two precisely formulated hypotheses and

two unresolved questions.

• H1: In the group of accurate information strategies, guided

explanations lead to higher user reliance than fully transparent

explanations.

• H2: Emotional explanation strategies lead to higher user

reliance than authoritarian strategies in human-centered

explanations.

• An open question is which explanation strategy from H1 and

H2 works best overall. We aim to gain some first insights from

our study.

• Another open question is which explanation strategies

maximize user reliance, trust, satisfaction, and perceived

quality.

We further assume that user reliance may not have an

immediate connection to trust and that trust may be altered

following an interaction. Consequently, we emphasize the analysis

of advice-taking and distance from advice while separately

examining the trust-related effects of various explanation strategies.

3 Methods

3.1 Study implementation and participants

We conducted a web-based interactive experiment between

December 2022 and January 2023, for which we recruited

participants via the Prolific platform. Our study focused on

German and English native speakers from Europe and North

America. Before the start of the experiment, a pretest was

conducted to forestall any potential comprehension issues and

ensure the readability of our materials. All participants received

detailed information regarding data privacy. No preliminary details

regarding the study’s objectives or the social agent Floka were

disclosed to the participants. Participants were randomly assigned

to one of five conditions in a between-subjects experimental design:

(1) Fully Transparent Explanation (“Transparent”), (2) Guided

Explanation (“Guided”), (3) Explicit Emotional Debiasing

Explanation (“Emotional”), (4) Authoritarian Explanation

(“Authoritarian”), and (5) No Explanation (“Control”). In terms

of procedures, all groups are standardized, with the sole variation

in the explanation strategy specific to each condition. The distinct

explanation strategies are presented in section 3.2.3.

To ascertain participants’ comprehension, we asked a series of

questions. Due to issues related to the comprehension of the lottery

task, we excluded 13 participants from the data set. Additionally,

only those participants who completed the entire experiment were

considered. Consequently, the final dataset comprises N = 742

participants. Overall, the average time required for participants

to complete the experiment was 12.76 minutes. Each participant

received an average compensation of 7.30 euros (SD = 1.29).

The sample shows a well-balanced distribution of participants,

with 20% assigned to the “Guided” treatment group, 21% to

the “Authoritarian” treatment group, 20% to the “Emotional”

treatment group, 18% to the “Transparent” treatment group, and

21% to the “Control” group. Half of the participants were female.

The average age of the participants was 34 years (SD = 12).

3.2 Setup

The fundamental framework adheres to the standard risk-

choice experiment (Holt and Laury, 2005). Decision-makers must

select their preferred level of risk—ranging from relatively secure

to relatively precarious options. Opting for the riskier alternative
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offers the possibility of higher net gains but, at the same time,

involves a higher probability of earning less compared to the

safer option. Participants are required to determine the risk level

that aligns with their preferences. Prior research has consistently

demonstrated substantial variability in risk attitudes within this

decision-making situation. Some individuals associate taking high

risks with elevated psychological costs, while others enjoy engaging

in risk-prone behaviors. As a result, an optimal choice exists for

each individual based on their unique risk disposition. Nonetheless,

existing research also suggests that emotions may introduce a

degree of ambiguity in the optimal decision-making process,

potentially luring individuals away from selecting their most fitting

risk level. This emotional influence may lead individuals to assume

excessive or inadequate risk instead of making choices in alignment

with their risk attitude (Conte et al., 2018).

In our study, the main focus is on providing explanations. We

have integrated a virtual agent that motivates participants through

textual interactions to enhance the questionnaire completion

process. The current version of the explanation process offers a

single suggestion without the possibility of subsequent discussion,

leaving the question of interactivity to future investigations. The

chosen experimental setup was diligently designed to leverage

a DSS that accounts for the impartial risk preferences of each

participant (Anderson and Mellor, 2009). Drawing upon prior

research, we are also aware of potential emotional biases inherent

in this experimental setting, which were leveraged in the treatment

(“Emotional”). Within our experimental framework, individuals

completed a questionnaire to assess their risk attitudes. Following

this assessment, participants made selections from the Holt and

Laury lottery that aligned with their preferences. We subsequently

assessed the alignment of their risk attitudes to their actual

selection. If a participant’s choice deviates from their optimal

choice, indicating a disparity between their initial choice and

risk preferences, the DSS intervenes by recommending a more

suitable option. The success of the explaining process is contingent

on its ability to guide the decision-makers toward selecting the

optimal risk level based on their preferences. Conversely, if

the explanation process proves ineffective, the decision-maker

may persist with their original choice, opt for a suboptimal

selection, or even exhibit signs of reactance by moving in the

opposite direction of risk. Following advice, participants were

instructed to make a subsequent lottery selection. We measured

the extent to which they considered the provided advice based

on the received explanations and conducted a between-participant

analysis. Subsequently, we provide a more detailed overview of our

methodological approach, and the complete questionnaire can be

found in the Supplementary material “Questionnaire”.

3.2.1 Elicitation of risk preferences and
emotional state

We assessed risk preferences and emotional states using

established questionnaires. To determine an individual’s personal

risk level upon which the advice for a specific lottery is contingent,

we used eleven questions from the German Socio-Economic

Panel (GSOEP) (Sozialforschung, 2014). In selecting these eleven

questions, we relied on their significant predictive power, as

described by Fox and Tannenbaum (2011). We conducted median

splits using data from the GSOEP to establish a straightforward

scoring system. If an individual’s response to a question was above

the median, we assigned one point [or subtracted one point,

depending on the direction of the risk relationship identified by Fox

and Tannenbaum (2011)]. The final score was translated directly

into the optimal risk level. This scoring system is an appropriate

and functional indicator for guiding the personal risk assessment

in our experimental design. In addition to assessing individual

risk levels, we also evaluated the current emotional states of the

respondents. The Modified Differential Emotions Scale (mDES)

(Fredrickson, 2013) contains 20 questions in which participants

rated their feelings on a 5-point Likert scale. Half of the questions

are related to positive and the other half to negative emotions.

Hence, the result derived from the mDES covers a possible range

of 40 points each for positive and negative emotions.

After the initial questionnaire, participants were invited

to engage in the Holt and Laury lottery twice. The first

time, they participated without assistance, while the second

time, an algorithm provided explanations corresponding to four

experimental conditions. In the control group, the explanations

were absent.

3.2.2 Decision task
In the study, participants’ risk behavior was assessed by letting

them choose between various Holt and Laury lottery scenarios.

The standard tabular representation of the Holt and Laury

lottery can be difficult to understand. Therefore, we opted for

a visual representation—employing an urn and colored balls to

illustrate the lottery—in order to enhance clarity (see Figure 1).

This visualization illustrates the probability and value of each

ball. Participants could choose between options (Lottery A and

Lottery B) and were instructed to mark the point at which they

preferred to transition from the left to the right side in the visual

representation. No initial selection was given to prevent nudging.

Furthermore, we provided a statement to inform the participants

that they could win between 0.10 and 3.85 euros in addition to the

regular compensation for their participation in the study. In this

experimental design it is assumed that individuals inclined toward

risk would choose option B in the first lottery, while risk-averse

individuals would opt for option A. The transition point from

option A to option B was used to indicate the participants’ degree

of risk aversion: a later transition indicates greater risk aversion.

3.2.3 Experimental manipulation
We aim to investigate the efficacy of various explanation

strategies in fostering user reliance and providing optimal support

to decision-makers. We assess the most beneficial decision by

relying on an AI system’s computation that considers the user’s risk

preference and thus determines the recommended risk selection.

We want to gain insight into how XAI can cater to the distinct

requirements of individuals, incorporating non-factual aspects

and applying these explanation strategies to enhance decision-

makers comprehension of uncertain situations. In our review of

selected XAI approaches, we have provided a concise introduction

to feature explanation approaches exemplified by techniques like
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FIGURE 1

Visualization of the used representation of the Holt and Laury lottery.
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LIME or SHAP. These methods elucidate the key features that have

exerted the most influence on the AI system’s decision. Typically,

these approaches present a substantial number of features to

the decision-maker, ranging from 10 to 20. However, even if

these feature sets do not include all the features – which could

number in the hundreds – the quantity of presented features

makes it difficult for the decision-maker to process them in a way

that enables informed decision-making. Instead of pursuing full

transparency via an extensive set of features, our proposal pleads

for the judicious selection of the most pertinent features, which

are subsequently elucidated using natural language in a guided

manner. This approach involves describing the influence of each

selected feature for the decision-making process. Our overarching

project aims to assist individuals who may find themselves in

emotionally charged states that can influence their decision-

making. We have also introduced a strategy explicitly designed

to clarify the effects of specific emotional states. This strategy

addresses the possibility that emotional factors may have influenced

the user’s first impulsive decision. We name this strategy explicit

emotional debiasing. In addition, we have incorporated another

distinct explanation strategy characterized by an authoritarian

style. This configuration leads to four unique explanation strategies,

extended with a fifth condition without explanations. Our

overarching goal is to concentrate on local rather than global

model explanations to provide tailored support for a specific

decision-making scenario.

Following the initial phase of our interactive experiment,

we introduce our AI visualization, Floka, which provides the

explanations. Our research project’s fundamental hypothesis

revolves around the notion that an adequate level of understanding

and effectiveness in explaining AI can only be achieved through

collaborative, dialogic co-construction (Rohlfing et al., 2020). This

requires the engagement of two agents who collaboratively strive

to construct explanations sufficiently, actively contributing through

questions and elaborations. It also requires establishing and

maintaining a partner model, in which the explainer consistently

tracks and adapts their explanations based on the explainee’s

evolving level of understanding. This process hinges on a dialog

between two agents and highlights the necessity of an AI-based

agent with the capability to engage in social interaction with

the explainee. Hence, we decided to incorporate Floka into this

study, a visually improved virtual version of its predecessor

called Flobi (Lütkebohle et al., 2010). Flobi is characterized as an

anthropomorphic robot head that unifies the features of a mature,

serious-looking adult visage with endearing baby face attributes,

known to enhance perceptions of trustworthiness (Hegel et al.,

2010; Lütkebohle et al., 2010). Among others, these features include

a miniature head, a petite nose and chin, sizeable round eyes, and

characteristically low positioning of the eyes, nose, and mouth

on the face. In a systematic review, Song and Luximon (2020)

concluded that features corresponding to the baby schema, such

as large, round eyes, provide an evolutionary advantage regarding

the perceived trustworthiness of human facial characteristics. Floka

introduces itself as a social and intelligent agent in this introductory

phase. Subsequently, Floka offers participants guidance regarding

their optimal choices tailored to their risk profiles. Participants were

randomly assigned either to one of the four treatment groups or to

the control group.

An overview of the four treatment groups and the additional

control group “Control” is provided in Table 1. Our formulation of

these explanation strategies was inspired by the recommendations

outlined by Amershi et al. (2019), who derived these strategies from

human-AI interaction design guidelines. Our approach focuses

on methods best suited for designs within the field of HCI.

These include incorporating contextually relevant information and

introducing the social agent when participants have already had

the opportunity to interact with the task independently. The first

explanation strategy, referred to as “Guided,” has been adapted

from Schoonderwoerd et al. (2021) and incorporates a fusion of

supporting and conflicting information and comparisons to other

examples. This strategy effectively streamlines the information

and employs individual elements to guide the participant toward

the appropriate decision. In detail, this strategy comprises three

arguments, each relating to different risk directions. A statement

is a sentence associated with a specific item and its direction. For

instance, if a participant has indicated a tendency for risk-taking

in a workplace scenario, an argument that goes in a risk-oriented

direction might be articulated as follows: “You are more likely to

take risks at work. You are also more likely to take risks in general.”

The first two arguments relate to placing the advice within the

lottery range. If the advice corresponds to lotteries one to three

(see Figure 1), it is considered risky. Consequently, the first and

second arguments are tailored to reinforce the willingness to take

risks. If the advice corresponds to lotteries four to seven, one

argument encourages risk-taking, while the other endorses risk-

averse behavior. Lastly, both arguments support risk aversion if the

advised lottery is between eight and ten. The content of the third

argument depends on the direction in which the participant has

moved away from their initial decision.

The “Authoritarian” strategy dispenses with an explanation

and makes an authoritarian statement instead: “Another decision

is inappropriate!”. This strategy is derived from human-human

interactions and explains why the participant follows Floka’s advice

with minimal cognitive effort.

In laboratory research, Schütze et al. (2023) found empirical

evidence that emotions influence risk-related decision-making.

Consequently, we included an explanation strategy centered on

emotional factors. This strategy does not utilize the collected risk

data, instead it draws on emotional states to provide explanations.

As with other strategies, the collected risk data serves as the basis

for classification into a recommended risk level. The “Emotional”

strategy uses the outcomes of themDES scale to compute emotional

tendencies that are used to generate an explanation. If the

emotional tendencies lean more toward negativity than positivity,

the resulting explanation will be “Your emotional state leans more

to the negative side at the moment. Your emotions can lead to

a biased assessment of your risk, so you should reconsider your

lottery choice.” The rationale underlying this explanation strategy is

that individuals are encouraged to follow Floka’s advice depending

on their prevailing emotional state, as emotions can alter the

perception of risk explanation (Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al.,

2013).
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TABLE 1 Description of the five experimental groups.

Treatment Examples—Floka’s advice

Transparent You should switch at lottery 6 to the right side.

I would like to explain to you how I came to this

conclusion in the table...,

(Table see Supplementary material “Explanation

strategies” Figure Appendix 4).

Guided You should switch at lottery 6 to the right side.

I have calculated from your personality profile that

this matches your risk type.

Since your health is very good, you are statistically

willing to take a higher risk, and your attitude

towards the future is more optimistic than

pessimistic. Optimistic people are more willing to

take risks, but you tend to take fewer risks at work.

This also means that you tend to take fewer risks

in general.

Emotional You should switch at lottery 6 to the right side.

Your emotional state at the moment can best be

described as neutral, with equal parts positive and

negative aspects. Your emotions can lead to a

biased assessment of your risk, so you should

reconsider your lottery choice.

Authoritarian You should switch at lottery 6 to the right side.

Another decision is not appropriate!

Control You should switch at lottery 6 to the right side.

I have calculated from your personality profile that

this matches your risk type.

Regarding the “Transparent” explanation strategy,

we followed the approach outlined by Schoonderwoerd

et al. (2021). In this approach, all items derived from the

questionnaire that were used to compute the risk level were

presented together with an explanation of the impact of

each response on these items. This approach assumes that

participants understand how Floka arrives at its results and

that their trust in the calculation motivates them to follow the

advice.

The last group serves as a control group. No further

explanations are given except that the advice is based on calculating

the personality profile. Overall, Table 1 visually represents the

explanation strategies and Floka’s corresponding statements.

After providing explanations and advice, participants

were allowed to modify their initial decision as part of the

lottery. It is important to note that nothing was preselected.

However, both the first decision and Floka’s advice were

highlighted for the participant. The participant was then

required to actively make a new decision. The final decision

was incentive-driven, with compensation depending upon

the choice made within the lottery and a subsequent random

draw.

3.2.4 Dependent variable
To ascertain the effectiveness of each explanation strategy in

our research, we adopt a methodology in line with prior research,

utilizing an individual’s behavior—user reliance— as an objective

metric for evaluating trust. We distinguish between user reliance,

an objective measure, and trust, a subjective measure based on self-

reported assessments (Lai et al., 2021). Additionally, we emphasize

operationalization. On the one hand, we assess advice-taking by

examining whether individuals act following the advice provided

(Bussone et al., 2015; Levy et al., 2021; Wang and Yin, 2021).

However, user reliance encompasses not only the general tendency

to follow advice but also the degree of accuracy in following the

advice and the question of whether it triggers reactance in certain

individuals (Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al., 2021). Therefore, we also

measure the disparity between the taken advice, the second choice

and signs of reactance on behalf of the respondent (see Section

3.3 for a profound description of the distance from advice and

reactance).

3.2.5 Questionnaire and attention check
Following the completion of the experiment, we asked

for additional questionnaire-based information. Our web-based

interactive experiment included demographic information. Prior

studies have established that various factors influence advice-

taking in computer-based environments (Jussupow et al., 2020;

Chugunova and Sele, 2022; Mahmud et al., 2022). Thus, we also

included an examination of participants’ educational background

and their interaction with technical systems, assessed by the

Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI) Scale (see Franke et al.,

2019, α = .87). An example from this measure is “I like to

occupymyself in greater detail with technical systems.” Participants

provided ratings on a scale ranging from 0, “completely disagree”,

to 6, “completely agree.” Furthermore, we included the subjective

perception of trust – and for the sake of completeness – we

also considered participants’ satisfaction with the system and the

quality of advice in our study. In evaluating Floka’s explanation,

we used the adapted trust (α = .91) and satisfaction (α =

.87) scales designed for XAI by Shin (2021). Participants were

queried using a 7-point Likert scale (1 = do not agree at all; 7

= agree completely). An item representing the trust assessment

scale is: “I trust Floka’s recommendations.” “In general, I am happy

with Floka’s content.” constitutes an example from the satisfaction

query. We also asked questions about the perceived quality of

the advice (Gino et al., 2012), α = .90), with participants

indicating to what extent they agree with the statements (1 =

very unlikely; 7 = very likely). One exemplary statement is the

following: “Floka’s advice was likely to be accurate.” Besides,

we included two attention checks in our study to ensure the

reliability of participants’ responses. Participants were given explicit

instructions to attentively read the text before providing their

answers. All participants in our study answered both attention

checks correctly.

3.2.6 Payment
In the final stage, participants were shown their earnings for

the first time as they witnessed a random draw from an urn that

ultimately decided their payment. Subsequently, the color of the

ball was then also decided at random, leading to the calculation of

the payout, which was then presented to the participant.
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3.3 Analysis

To test the hypotheses posited in section 2.4, the collected data

is being analyzed and evaluated using STATA 17.0. For the graphical

illustration, R version 4.2.2 is used. Our initial focus centers on

examining the data from participants who followed Floka’s advice.

For this purpose, we generated a binary variable “advice-taking.”

Suppose a participant changes their decision after receiving Floka’s

advice by adjusting or surpassing it. In that case, it is categorized

as “1,” signifying the participant’s adherence to the advice. We

consider a case as “missing” when the first decision aligns precisely

with the advice, and the second decision remains unaltered. This

distinction is implemented in order to avoid a misinterpretation

between adhering to the original decision and actively following

the direction of the advice. If the decision remains unaltered or

is not corrected to an opposing choice, it is designated as “0.”

Figure 2 illustrates cases categorized as “0,” “1,” or as a “missing.”

Furthermore, we evaluate the difference between advice and choice

as a numerical metric, quantifying the distance from advice.

Consequently, we generate a new variable, “distance from advice,”

computed as the absolute difference between the second decision

and the advice: Distance from Advice = |Second Decision− Advice|

4 Results

Successful advice for users enables humans to choose a more

appropriate individual risk level. In the scope of our study,

we measure advice-taking, distance from advice, and signs of

reactance. Our findings are presented in multiple sections to enable

a comprehensive presentation. In section 4.1, we deal with data

from participants who followed Floka’s advice, examining the

relationship between the type of explanation and advice-taking

and the distance from advice. Subsequently, we focus on reactance

(section 4.2). In section 4.3, we explore the influence of various

factors on advice-taking using a multivariate probit model. In

a subsequent step, we also analyze the factors accounting for

the distance from advice. Section 4.4 provides an overview of

our findings. The final section 4.5 addresses participants’ ratings

of the perceived quality of the advice, trust in Floka’s advice

and satisfaction with Floka. We present the relevant results in a

structured manner comprising three steps: Initially, we examine

the ratings among distinct subgroups. Secondly, we look at the

treatment groups and the subgroups. Finally, we compare the

treatment groups and the control group.

In an initial assessment, we look at the distribution of reactions

within the four treatment groups and the control group (Figure 3).

We use the first and second choices to calculate a decision direction

depending on the advice.

The results are presented as follows: (1) Advice fully

taken occurs if the second decision aligns with Floka’s advice.

(2) Corrected toward the direction consistent with the advice,

encompassing corrections approaching the advice and extending

beyond the advice. (3) No change of decision (e.g., when the second

decision is the same as the first), and (4) Decisions contradicting

Floka’s advice (e.g., decisions moving in the opposite direction).

(5) Match where the first decision, the advice, and the second

decision are identical.

Figure 3 visualizes that the explanation strategies “Guided” and

“Emotional” lead to the highest level of adoption of Floka’s advice

(blue shades represent advice-taking; shades of gray represent

advice-rejecting). The “Transparent” explanation strategy results

in very few participants revising their decision in the opposite

direction, which indicates minimal reactance. Specifically, only one

participant corrected their decision in the opposite direction.

4.1 Advice-taking

First, we analyze participants who followed Floka’s advice

across treatment groups and the control group. This analysis

evaluates the advice-taking frequencies (as illustrated in Figure 4),

in which we combine the group of full advice-taking and the group

of participants who partially aligned with it or even surpassed

Floka’s advice. In total, N = 382 participants are observed to

have followed Floka’s advice. As depicted in Figure 4, all treatment

groups exhibit a notably higher proportion of individuals who

followed the advice compared to the control group. This implies

that participants exposed to some kind of explanation change their

initial decision toward Floka’s suggested direction, irrespective of

whether that entails opting for a more or less risk-prone choice.

Notably, the advice-taking rate in the treatment group “Guided”

is the highest, with 61.48% of the participants following Floka’s

advice. Furthermore, the “Emotional” treatment group reveals

a substantial advice-taking rate of 60.61%. Subsequently, the

examination proceeds to the two remaining treatment groups,

where participants in the “Transparent” condition take advice

at a 58.12% rate and in the “Authoritarian” at a 57.86% rate,

respectively. On the contrary, the control group, which did not

receive any explanation input, shows the lowest rate of advice-

taking at a 50.72% rate. Several chi-square tests of independence

were performed to examine the relation between the explanation

strategy and advice-taking (refer to Table Appendix 2 in the

Supplementary material “Manipulation check and additional tables”

for additional details). The results indicate a statistically significant

difference in the frequency of advice-taking between the treatment

group “Guided” and the “Control” group, χ2(1) = 1.42, p = 0.073.

Examining the confidence interval for the estimated chi-square

value reveals its inclusion of zero. Consequently, the available

evidence is insufficient to substantiate the existence of a statistically

significant distinction. Further chi-square tests of independence

show no significantly different odds of advice-taking.

The choice to examine dichotomies represents just one

potential operationalization of advice-taking. In addition to the

binary analysis of advice-taking, we are equally interested in

evaluating the precision with which individuals followed the advice

within each experimental group. When individuals follow Floka’s

advice, the difference between their second choice and Floka’s

advice should ideally be zero. As displayed in Figure 3, it is

evident that some individuals followed Floka’s advice, although not

always entirely, and in some cases, they even exceeded the advice

recommended by Floka. Therefore, our analysis expands to the

evaluation of the difference between the provided advice and the

decision made. Among those who generally take the advice, we

see, based on both mean and median, that the most substantial
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FIGURE 2

Example of an action space.

FIGURE 3

Percentage of the direction of the second decision, depending on the advice and explanation.

variations are evident within the “Transparent” treatment group

(Mdn = 1.00, M = 1.24, SD = 1.54, as depicted in Table 2).

The difference between the second decision and the advice given

is lowest among those who generally followed the advice in the

“Control” group (Mdn = 0.00, M = 0.66, SD = 1.37) and the

“Guided” group (Mdn = 0.00, M = 0.88, SD = 1.40). Since the

normal distribution assumption for residuals was not fulfilled, we

conducted a set of two-sampleMann-Whitney U tests to investigate

potential statistical differences between the treatment and control

groups. The results are presented in Table 2. The “Control” group

shows a significantly lower distance from advice, indicating a higher

degree of advice-taking, when compared to the “Transparent”

group (z = 2.87, p = 0.004), the “Emotional” group (z = 2.43, p =

0.015), and the “Authoritarian” group (z = 2.20, p = 0.027).

Moreover, the results show that the “Guided” group displays a

significantly lower distance from advice than the “Transparent”
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FIGURE 4

Absolute and relative frequencies of advice-taking by treatment group.

group (z = −1.68, p = 0.095). No significant difference in the

distance from advice is observed between the groups “Guided” and

“Control.” The results suggest that participants who do not receive

any explanation input tend to follow the advice more closely but

not fully.

4.2 Reactance

Explanations can both facilitate advice-taking and potentially

provoke reactance in particular individuals. Rejecting advice may

lead to the user sticking to their initial decision or moving in the

opposite direction. Thus, reactance differs from ignoring the advice.

While both groups reject the advice, only the latter group shows

reactance.We compute the absolute difference value for individuals

who reject the advice (refer to the formula in Section 3.3). Table 3

shows the median, mean, and the results of all Mann-Whitney

U tests. When considering participants who reject the advice, the

results indicate that the “Guided” group (Mdn = 2.00) exhibits a

significantly lower distance, indicating their closer alignment with

the advice than the “Transparent” group (Mdn = 4.00, z =

−2.42, p = 0.015). In addition, receiving the “Emotional”

treatment (Mdn = 2.50) results in a significantly lower distance

from advice compared to the “Transparent” treatment (Mdn =

4.00, z = −1.82, p = 0.069).

4.3 Multivariate results

The following section examines whether control variables

can account for the primary effect. Table 4 presents a probit

regression model with “advice-taking” (0 = “Reject,” 1 = “Take”)

as the dependent variable. In addition to the independent

treatment variables, we incorporate controls for the initial choice,

differences between initial choice and advice, age, gender, affinity

for technology interaction (ATI), and education. In the subsequent

part of the paragraph, we refer to marginal effects at the mean

(as indicated in Table 4 using square brackets). After introducing

the control variables, the analysis reveals that participants in the

“Guided” treatment group are 11% more likely to take advice

from Floka than the control group “Control.” None of the

other treatment groups show statistically significant differences

from the “Control” group. Further, individuals with less risky

initial choices are 3% less likely to take advice. Participants with

a greater difference between initial choice and advice are 5%

more inclined to follow Floka’s advice. Additionally, participants

with any form of education, particularly those with a STEM-

oriented education, are significantly more likely to take Floka’s

advice (16% and 13%, respectively) than individuals without

formal education.

In the second column, we employ the absolute difference from

advice as the dependent variable (the formula is detailed in Section

3.3). This variable can be any integer value between 0 (indicating no

difference) and 7 (representing the maximum potential difference).

The ordered probit model presented in Table 4 shows that, given

other factors, explanation strategies do not significantly influence

the distance from advice. The less risky the initial choice and the

higher the differences between the first decision and the advice, the

greater the likelihood of increased distance from advice.

4.4 Summary of the hypotheses testing

As we have examined the influence of an explanation strategy

on user reliance by assessing three distinct operationalizations

(refer to section 4.1: Advice-taking and distance from advice; and

section 4.2: Reactance), we summarize the findings of our tests.

Table 5 displays an overview.

Hypothesis 1 specifically postulates that “Guided” explanations

lead to more user reliance than “Transparent” ones within the
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TABLE 2 Distance from advice when advice taking—results of Mann-Whitney U Tests.

Variable N Mdn M SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. Transparent 68 1.00 1.24 1.54 - - - - -

2. Guided 83 0.00 0.88 1.40 p = 0.095∗ - - - -

3. Emotional 80 0.00 1.09 1.54 p = 0.520 p = 0.258 - - -

4. Authoritarian 81 0.00 0.95 1.32 p = 0.329 p = 0.391 p = 0.750 - -

5. Control 70 0.00 0.66 1.37 p = 0.004∗∗∗ p = 0.189 p = 0.015∗∗ p = 0.027∗∗ -

Throughout, N, Mdn, M, and SD are used to represent the number of observations, median, mean, and standard deviation. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.

TABLE 3 Reactance—distance from advice when advice rejecting.

Variable N Mdn M SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. Transparent 49 4.00 3.33 1.70 - - - - -

2. Guided 52 2.00 2.56 1.58 p = 0.015∗∗ - - - -

3. Emotional 52 2.50 2.73 1.56 p = 0.069∗ p = 0.513 - - -

4. Authoritarian 59 3.00 3.00 1.70 p = 0.269 p = 0.199 p = 0.517 - -

5. Control 68 3.00 2.91 1.84 p = 0.144 p = 0.362 p = 0.785 p = 0.711 -

Results of Mann-Whitney U Tests. ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 5% and 10%, respectively.

accurate information strategies group. We find support for this

hypothesis: In pairwise comparisons, “Guided” explanations lead

to significantly less distance from advice and less reactance than

“Transparent” explanation strategies. This effect is more substantial

for reactance. Hypothesis 2 states that “Emotional” explanation

strategies lead to higher user reliance than “Authoritarian”

explanations within human-centered explanations. However, we

cannot support this hypothesis: Although the descriptive data

suggests that “Emotional” explanations lead to more user reliance

than “Authoritarian” explanations, advice-taking, difference from

advice, and reactance do not reveal significant differences between

the two groups. Concerning the open question about the superior

performance of explanation strategies – specifically, accurate

information strategies vs human-centered explanation strategies

– our findings indicate which strategy outperforms the other. In

this context, the measure of user reliance is crucial. In our paper,

we have defined user reliance as advice-taking and the difference

between advice and decision as reactance. None of the explanation

strategies exhibits significant superiority over the other strategies in

all pairwise comparisons or all user reliance measures. The probit

regression analysis reveals that “Guided” leads to a significantly

higher likelihood of advice-taking than “Control.” Controlling for

various variables, the analysis shows that people in the “Guided”

treatment group are 11% more likely to take advice from Floka

than people in the “Control” group. In the probit regression

analysis, no statistically significant differences were found between

the control and other treatment groups. When solely considering

the distance from advice as a measure of user reliance (see Table 2),

we see that receiving no explanation can also be well received,

as it becomes apparent that “Control” shows significantly less

distance from advice compared to “Transparent,” “Emotional,”

and “Authoritarian.” Further, the distinction between individuals

who followed and rejected the advice is pertinent. For instance, an

additional finding indicates that individuals who rejected the advice

and were assigned to the “Emotional” group showed significantly

lower reactance than participants in the “Transparent” group. This

effect is not observed for those who followed the advice.

4.5 Quality of the advice, trust, and
satisfaction with Floka

Depending on the explanation strategy, perceptions of Floka’s

advice quality may vary among individuals. Therefore, we compare

perceived advice quality, trust in Floka’s advice, and satisfaction

with Floka across the different explanation treatments and among

distinct subgroups.

First, we categorize individuals into three groups: Those

who took Floka’s advice (“Take”) and those who rejected

Floka’s advice (“Reject”). The third group includes those

individuals who had initially chosen their optimal risk level

in the first decision, subsequently received confirmation from

Floka, and stuck to their initial decision, aligning with Floka’s

advice. We have excluded this group from our previous

analysis since they neither took nor rejected Floka’s advice.

However, they interacted with Floka, indicating a degree of

trust in the system. In this analysis, we include this group,

denoted as “Match,” to clarify that they, quite possibly by

coincidence, have already chosen the optimal level in their

first decision.

Figure 5 displays the medians of all variables across the three

groups. Two-sample Mann-Whitney U Tests were conducted to

determine whether the subgroups differed in quality, trust, and

satisfaction. The results, as detailed in Table 6, indicate that the

subgroup “Match” has significantly higher ratings for the quality

of advice than the other groups. Moreover, the subgroup “Take”

demonstrates significantly higher quality ratings than the subgroup

“Reject.” The results of the Mann-Whitney U tests indicate a

significant difference for trust between the subgroups “Match” and

“Reject” and between “Take” and “Reject,” respectively. In terms of
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TABLE 4 Probit and ordered probit model results.

Dependent variable

Advice-
taking

Distance from
advice

Treatment (ref. = control

group)

Transparent 0.18 0.01

(0.16) (0.15)

[0.07]

Guided 0.29* -0.17

(0.15) (0.13)

[0.11]

Emotional 0.23 -0.01

(0.16) (0.13)

[0.09]

Authoritarian 0.21 -0.00

(0.16) (0.12)

[0.08]

Initial choice -0.08∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02)

[-0.03]

Difference between initial

choice and advice

0.13∗∗∗ 0.26∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04)

[0.05]

Age -0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00)

[-0.00]

Gender (ref. = female)

Male -0.12 -0.01

(0.11) (0.09)

[-0.05]

Diverse 0.45 -0.74

(0.74) (0.69)

[0.16]

Affinity for technology

interaction (ATI)

0.00 -0.02

(0.06) (0.05)

[0.00]

Education (ref. = no

educational degree)

Educational degree 0.40∗∗∗ -0.18

(0.14) (0.11)

[0.16]

Educational degree in STEM 0.32∗∗ -0.05

(0.15) (0.11)

[0.13]

(Continued)

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Dependent variable

Advice-
taking

Distance from
advice

Constant 0.06

(0.33)

Number of observation 662 662

Wald Chi-square 43.11 85.48

Pseudo R square 0.048 0.072

Percentage correctly predicted 60.27

Dependent Variable in the first model: Advice taking (yes/no, probit model), Dependent

variable in the second column: Distance from Advice = Absolute difference between second

choice and advice, ([0, 7], ordered probit model). Including the following control variables:

Initial Choice (higher initial choice is equivalent to less risky choice), Absolute difference

between initial choice and advice, Age in years, Gender, ATI according to Franke et al.

(2019), and education. We differentiate three categories in education: no education (control),

educational degree outside of STEM, and educational degree in STEM (as individuals from

STEM may be more used to risk assessments than individuals from other backgrounds). ∗∗∗ ,
∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Robust standard errors are

indicated in parentheses, while marginal effects are presented within square brackets.

satisfaction ratings, all conducted tests show a significant difference

with comparisons such as “Match” vs. “Take,” “Match” vs. “Reject,”

“Take” vs. “Reject.”

Secondly, to examine differences in quality, trust, and

satisfaction among the treatment groups between the subgroups

“Match,” “Take,” and “Reject,” we conduct further Mann-

Whitney U tests by individually comparing each treatment

group. Figure 6 displays the medians for each subgroup. The

results of the Mann-Whitney U Tests are provided in the

Supplementary material “Manipulation check and additional tables”

Table Appendix 3–Table Appendix 11. Across all treatment groups,

the subgroups “Match” and “Take” consistently show significantly

higher values for quality, trust, and satisfaction compared to the

subgroup “Reject.” Regarding quality, the subgroup “Match” when

contrasted with “Take” shows significantly higher values in the

treatment groups “Transparent” “Guided,” and “Authoritarian”.

The two subgroups “Match” and “Take” differ significantly from

each other in trust and satisfaction solely within the treatment

group “Authoritarian.”

Additional finding: Individuals who feel confirmed by or follow

the advice have higher quality, trust, and satisfaction scores within

and between treatment groups than those who reject the advice.

Finally, we perform pairwise comparisons to examine

differences in quality, trust, and satisfaction between

the treatment and control groups for each subgroup.

The median values are displayed in Figure 6, and a set

of Mann-Whitney U Test results can be found in the

Supplementary material “Manipulation check and additional tables”

Table Appendix 12. Remarkably, individuals who have followed the

advice and are part of the “Control” group show significantly higher

trust scores than the treatment groups “Guided,” “Emotional,” and

“Authoritarian.” Individuals who reject the advice and belong to

the “Control” group show significantly higher perceived quality,

trust, and satisfaction ratings than individuals in the treatment

groups. Table 7 illustrates our findings pertaining to our second

open question.
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TABLE 5 Summary of findings.

Hypotheses Findings Advice-taking Distance
from advice

Reactance

H1: In the group of accurate information strategies,

“Guided” leads to higher user reliance than

“Transparent.”

Supported –
“Guided” ⇓ than

“Transparent”
∗

“Guided” ⇓ than

“Transparent”
∗∗

H2: In the group of human-centered explanations,

“Emotional” leads to higher user reliance than

“Authoritarian.”

Not Supported – – –

Additional finding concerning our first open question. –

“Control” ⇓ than

“Transparent”
∗∗∗

“Control” ⇓ than

“Emotional”
∗∗

“Emotional” ⇓ than

“Transparent”
∗

“Control” ⇓ than

“Authoritarian”
∗∗

⇓ denotes “less,” e.g., “Guided” leads to less distance from advice, i.e., closer advice-taking than “Transparent.” ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.

FIGURE 5

Median of quality, trust, satisfaction by subgroups (error bars = standard error of the median).

TABLE 6 Results of Two-Sample Mann-Whitney U Tests.

Dependent
Variable

Group Mdn M SD N Test Statistic p-Value

Quality Match 5.25 5.28 1.11 80 Match vs. Take p<0.001∗∗∗

Take 4.75 4.58 1.25 382 Match vs. reject p<0.001∗∗∗

Reject 3.75 3.70 1.46 280 Take vs. reject p<0.001∗∗∗

Trust Match 4.67 4.65 1.30 80 Match vs. take p = 0.139

Take 4.67 4.41 1.38 382 Match vs. reject p<0.001∗∗∗

Reject 3.33 3.32 1.41 280 Take vs. reject p<0.001∗∗∗

Satisfaction Match 5.00 4.95 1.23 80 Match vs. take p = 0.019∗∗

Take 4.67 4.60 1.25 382 Match vs. reject p<0.001∗∗∗

Reject 4.00 3.61 1.50 280 Take vs. reject p<0.001∗∗∗

∗∗∗ and ∗∗ denote significance at 1% and 5%, respectively.
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FIGURE 6

Median of quality, trust, and satisfaction by treatments and subgroups (error bars = standard error of the median).

5 Discussion

Using four unique explanation strategies, we examine

approaches to address individual needs, accounting for non-factual

aspects to enhance the comprehension of the decision-maker and

user reliance in uncertain situations. Within our first hypothesis,

we investigated whether the “Guided” explanation leads to

more user reliance than the “Transparent” explanation within

the accurate information strategies group. In our scenario,

the participants in the “Guided” condition show significantly

less distance from the systems’ advice and less reactance than

participants in the “Transparent” condition. Thus, our first

hypothesis can be supported. Our research outcomes substantiate

earlier findings by You et al. (2022), emphasizing that providing

selective explanations, which highlight essential components,

increase user reliance compared to the explanations offered by the

“Transparent” group. We assume that information overload is a

viable contributing factor within our specific context, potentially

resulting in a diminished understanding in the “Transparent”

explanation group. Our results suggest that less information than

provided in the “Transparent” explanation strategy was required

for understanding and following the advice. To elaborate further,

the “Guided” strategy reduces the potential for an information

overload because pertinent and accurate information is provided

concurrently. Our approach involved customizing explanations for

each individual, ensuring comprehensibility for all. We selectively

used information to guide participants toward the recommended

decision (Schoonderwoerd et al., 2021). While we randomly

selected attributes for each participant in the “Guided” explanation

strategy of the present study, a more thorough selection would

be desirable in future work. This represents a noteworthy

advancement toward achieving personalization in order to increase

user reliance and satisfaction further, as mentioned by Shin and

Park (2019). The question of determining the appropriate level of

transparency remains subject to an ongoing inquiry. Our results

provide a promising foundation for further investigations in this

area.

With our second hypothesis, we investigated whether the

“Emotional” explanation strategy leads to higher user reliance

than the “Authoritarian” strategy within the human-centered

explanation group. Since our scenario did not involve an

emergency context, we assumed that the “Emotional” strategy

should perform better. However, participants in the emotional

condition do not rely significantly more on the systems’ advice

than participants in the “Authoritarian” condition. Thus, our

second hypothesis could not be supported. We attribute this

outcome to the contextual nature of the two strategies. For instance,

when a human finds themselves in a scenario in which negative
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TABLE 7 Summary of findings concerning our second open question.

Second open question Variable Participants who took
Floka’s advice

Participants who rejected
Floka’s advice

Which of the explanation strategies not only

maximizes user reliance but also trust, satisfaction,

and perceived quality.

Perceived quality of the advice –

“Control” ⇑ than

“Transparent”
∗∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than “Guided”
∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than “Authoritarian”
∗

Trust in Floka’s advice

“Control” ⇑ than

“Guided”
∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than

“Transparent”
∗∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than “Emotional”
∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than

“Guided”
∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than “Authoritarian”
∗∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than

“Authoritarian”
∗

Satisfaction with Floka –

“Control” ⇑ than

“Transparent”
∗∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than “Guided”
∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than “Emotional”
∗∗

“Control” ⇑ than “Authoritarian”
∗

⇑ denotes “higher,” e.g. “Control” leads to higher trust ratings than “Guided.” ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.

emotions are clearly expressed, receiving an emotional explanation

is likely to be more favorably received because it helps to regulate

emotions and mitigates the risk of potential cognitive distortions

for the individual. Regarding our open question concerning the

optimal explanation strategy, our results indicate that not every

strategy yields a heightened user reliance. This result aligns with

the proposition by Schemmer et al. (2022), that the absence of

explanation is not in general exceeded by explanation of any kind.

To be more specific, only “Guided” explanations contribute to

greater user reliance. Receiving no explanation at all outperforms

several types of explanations for AI decisions, i.e., “Transparent,”

“Emotional,” and “Authoritarian”. This observation may explain

why Schemmer et al. (2022) reported ambiguous outcomes in

comparing XAI and AI. A possible explanation for the observation

that the “Emotional” and “Authoritarian” explanation strategies are

even less successful than the “Control” group is that the first two

strategies are of a highly individualized nature. Consequently, it is

plausible that individuals did not attach emotional significance to

the situation because they considered the “Emotional” explanation

strategy inappropriate. Similarly, individuals may have perceived

the “Authoritarian” strategy as patronizing or simply incorrect.

Research results by Wang et al. (2016) emphasize the importance

of information quantity in a rescue scenario in which advice was

provided. Especially when participants did not know how the

advice was generated, its quality ratings were as negative as in a

scenario in which they did not get any explanation. In our research,

we intentionally chose the concise and decisive strategy denoted as

“Authoritarian” to mitigate the risk of overwhelming individuals

with excessive information overload. Thus, it is conceivable that

in emergencies, where the need for comprehensive understanding

is heightened, providing information following this strategy may

result in a more favorable reception than its application in a

risk-based scenario (Wang et al., 2016). We conclude that future

explanation strategies should be more carefully tailored to the

specific contextual requirements.

While our paper primarily focuses on user reliance as an

objective measure of individual behavior, we also queried perceived

quality, subjective trust, and satisfaction in our second open

question. Furthermore, we conducted a subgroup analysis on three

subgroups (“Match,” “Take,” and “Reject”). Individuals belonging

to the “Match” subgroup, who had already selected their optimal

risk level in advance, did not differ significantly regarding their

self-reported trust compared to the treatment and control groups.

This result is consistent with the observations made by Cheng

et al. (2019) and Panigutti et al. (2022), who observed no difference

in self-reported trust between explanatory and non-explanatory

conditions. In contrast, Wang et al. (2016) reported significant

differences in self-reported trust, while distinctions in behavior,

specifically following the advice, were not statistically significant.

These results endorse Lai et al. (2021) in their call for a more

precise differentiation between trust and reliance. Consistent

with Scharowski et al. (2022), our results show the necessity

to distinguish between these two terms in XAI. Moreover, we

postulate that assessing user reliance is a multifaceted construct

encompassing various dimensions of human behavior, such as

advice-taking, distance from advice, and reactance. Incorporating
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this multifacetedness into the analysis allows for the extraction

of comprehensive insights and the facilitation of meaningful

comparisons among different studies in the field of XAI.

Our results reveal interesting links to research in leadership

styles, particularly to studies investigating advice-taking

behavior within contexts characterized by asymmetric roles.

Boulu-Reshef et al. (2020) analyzed advice-taking as well as

“follower contribution,” a term denoting active engagement and

participation in the decision-making process of “followers” within a

leader-follower team. The authors compared two leadership styles:

an empowering style, which grants decision-making authority

to the follower, and a directive style, which focuses on achieving

compliance. Most interestingly, neither of these leadership styles

provides any explanations. Instead, the empowering style conveys

“a willingness to share power and responsibility with the group”

whereas the directive style “convey[s] a willingness to provide clear

guidance and expectations to followers” (Boulu-Reshef et al., 2020,

p. 4). The empowering style yielded significantly more advice-

taking and follower contributions than the directive style. Thus,

sharing power and responsibility appears to activate heightened

engagement and a stronger commitment to a common objective.

This aligns with our underlying hypothesis that the facilitation

of co-constructive explanations is essential to ensure the active

participation of both partners in achieving understanding and

making informed decisions. These observations pave the way for

future research, investigating whether additional strategies that

emphasize commitment to a joint objective and grant decision-

making authority and responsibility to the explainee can enhance

the quality of explanation processes and results.

Furthermore, although we have not explicitly addressed the

matter of under- and over-reliance in our study, we found a

noteworthy trend that merits more extensive investigation: In three

conditions (“Transparent,” “Emotional,” and “Authoritarian”),

participants who followed the advice show higher distances from

the exact value recommended by Floka. This observation indicates

that under-reliance, characterized by a failure to follow the advice

when it is correct, and over-reliance, marked by unconditional

compliance to advice, could pose risks. Furthermore, it highlights

that the mere presence of an explanation prompts users to assess

the provided advice critically. This aligns with findings by Bussone

et al. (2015), who show a high degree of trust in an AI system, and

users are inclined to over-rely on the system’s advice. In contrast,

those who distrust the system tend to rely on their knowledge, even

if it is not satisfactory. Moreover, research in the medical domain

shows that over-reliance on AI-based advice can result in deficient

decision-making, potentially leading to incorrect choices when the

AI-based advice is wrong (Jacobs et al., 2021). Conversely, even

when the advice is correct, it may not be embraced (Bussone et al.,

2015). Bauer et al. (2023) have found a possible contributing factor

to over-reliance by showing that explanations provided by an AI

DSS can increase confirmation biases in comparison to an AI advice

without explanations. Thereby, users are more likely to follow the

advice that aligns with their beliefs. This cognitive bias can spill

over into new domains, where explanations from a previous case

may no longer be applicable. To mitigate the deteriorating effect of

over-reliance, Jacobs et al. (2021) suggest adapting the explanation

strategies in DSS to the clinician’s experience with such AI systems.

In our research hypothesis, we broadened our scope beyond the

adaptation strategies to include the dynamic characteristics of the

user. In line with Rohlfing et al. (2020), we suggest that XAI systems

integrate a partner model capable of monitoring the cognitive and

emotional state of the human recipient with regard to explanations.

This partner model would enable the system to tailor explanations

to the partner’s immediate needs and cognitive capability. Our

guiding strategy represents an initial step toward developing an

adaptive explanation strategy. In this strategy, argument selection

is guided by evaluating the user’s pre-existing knowledge. While

this strategy is created as a human-centered method in general, it

also holds promise to counteract over-reliance as it can provide

arguments for and against AI advice. In addition, in the context

of the “Emotional” explanation strategy, we are working on a meta-

level by enabling the human recipient of the explanation to reflect

upon possible biases of their decision-making. This could function

as a method to mitigate tendencies toward over-reliance. Further

research is needed to develop and evaluate refined strategies to

enhance understanding and user reliance while mitigating the risks

of both under-reliance and over-reliance.

While this study offers valuable insights into the impact of

various explanation strategies on user reliance within the field of

XAI research, it is essential to acknowledge certain limitations

that warrant consideration in future investigations. Firstly, the

currently minimal co-construction of the explanation should be

mentioned. In this study, the interaction between the participants

and the social agent solely involved presenting the respective

explanation strategy, limiting the opportunity for participants

to pose questions. Future designs should enhance interactivity,

allowing for the co-construction of explanations with respondents,

thereby addressing individual concerns. Another limitation stems

from the participants’ exposure to a specific risk decision scenario,

with explanation strategies tailored specifically to the Holt and

Laury lottery. How these strategies would work in a different

decision context remains for future research. Future research

should explore applying the explanation strategies outlined in

this paper in diverse risk situations, considering the unique

personalities of participants and the contextual variables at play.

Exploring the combination of several explanation strategies is also

important to investigate.

6 Conclusion and outlook

We conducted an online experiment to examine four distinct

explanation strategies in risk-related decision-making with the

assistance of a social agent named Floka. The primary objective

was to identify the explanation strategy leading to higher user

reliance. In our specific context, we found that providing extensive

information and presenting diverse explanations encompassing

varying degrees of information content and scope are not

necessarily associated with improved understanding or increased

user reliance. Our results indicate that, as exemplified by the

“Transparent” strategy, the potential for information overload

may lead to reduced user reliance in contrast to an explanation

characterized by minimal information, as evident in the “Guided”

strategy group. In addition, participants did not appreciate the

“Authoritarian” and “Emotional” strategies. We attribute this to

the two strategies’ highly individual and context-dependent nature,

which might have been perceived as inappropriate. Furthermore,

our results highlight a difference between self-reported trust and
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user reliance as behavioral indicators. Our study emphasizes the

advantages of using diverse measures to quantify user reliance. The

differentiated perspective on user reliance provides reinforcing or

complementary rather than contradictory findings. Moreover, it

demonstrates the relevance for future research, highlighting the

aspect that user reliance cannot be accurately measured solely based

on advice-taking.

Our results can be applied in implementing a DSS that

establishes a connection between the technical component and

the individual human user, considering non-factual aspects to

increase understanding and user reliance. For this purpose, we

introduced a “Guided” explanation strategy tailored to human

users. Our observations show that the “Guided” explanation

strategy outperforms alternative strategies in uncertain decision-

making scenarios. Many other explanation strategies, especially

the “Transparent” strategy and those rooted in human-centered

strategies (“Emotional” and “Authoritarian”), perform remarkably

poor compared to strategies where no explanations were provided.

Future work could examine how context influences the selection of

strategy, e.g., whether the optimal explanation strategy depends on

the task, the explainee, or situational factors. For instance, different

strategies can be helpful in different situations, e.g., “Authoritarian”

strategies may be useful in emergencies where quick action must be

taken. Also, one may assume that the high emotional involvement

of the explainee requires different explanation strategies than the

low emotional involvement. Furthermore, a combination or an

extension could be beneficial, e.g., starting with the “Guided”

strategy and only providing further information when necessary

until all features are explained and the “Transparent” strategy has

been implemented. In interactive settings, changing the explanation

strategy may also depend on user feedback, e.g. questions of the

explainee or non-verbal cues of non-understanding.
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